PULSE
SURVEY

Driving better patient experiences
through workflow technology

Where do hospitals and
acute-care facilities stand?
Hospitals and acute-care facilities are leveraging technology to create more efficient
staff workflows that drive better patient and business outcomes, according to a recent
survey of clinicians, healthcare IT and business leaders by HIMSS Media.*

GOALS ARE HIGH
Nearly

Nearly

8 out of 10

7 out of 10

place a
HIGH PRIORITY
on PROCESS
AUTOMATION
creating efficient
workflows

are LEVERAGING
TECHNOLOGY
to create a great
staff experience**

MANY CITE POSITIVE IMPACT
Top 5 responses

Improved workflow charting efficiencies/
fewer repetitive tasks

22%
15%

More collaboration/communication

14%

Reduced costs
Better patient experience

12%

Increased process efficiency/speed

12%

THEY HAVE PAIN POINTS TO ADDRESS
Ranked by significant pain point/needs improvement
Significant pain point

Time spent on
repetitive tasks
16%
Total

49%

65%

Needs improvement

Clinician time
with patients

Employee
onboarding
process

16%

15%

Total

39%

55%

Total

Ability to analyze/
take action on
data for work
decisions
14%

36%

51%

Managing/IT
support questions
and requests
14%

37%

Total

51%

Total

36%

50%

TOP PAIN POINT PERCEPTIONS VARY BY ROLE
Technology staff

Clinical staff

Business staff

44%

Time spent
on repetitive
tasks

44%
Clinician time
with patients

78%
53%

27%
28%

36%

Response
to system
downtime,
security
incidents,
breaches

68%

Anywhere, any
device access
to information

58%
37%

60%
43%

Less than 1/2 think their current software solution
is addressing their biggest pain points
PERCEIVED BARRIERS SLOW PROGRESS

37%

Budget

30%

Internal communication

29%

Regulatory/compliance
requirements

HOSPITALS ARE MOVING FORWARD TO ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS

7 out of 10 are:

Leveraging or likely to use
artificial intelligence
and machine learning

Scoring or planning
to score
cybersecurity threats

Automating processes
for detecting/patching
IT vulnerabilities

Learn more about healthcare workflow
optimization at www.servicenow.com/healthcare
servicenow.com/healthcare
ServiceNow (NYSE: NOW) makes work, work better for people.
Our cloud based platform and solutions deliver digital experiences
that help people do their best work.
*HIMSS Media Research Report, sponsored by ServiceNow, December 2018. Hospitals and
acute-care facilities include a mix of multi-hospital systems, integrated delivery networks,
academic medical centers, stand-alone specialty hospitals and long-term care facilities.
**The word “staff“ refers to all clinicians and team members serving the patient.
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